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The global refugee crisis has led to an increasing number of displaced
individuals residing in temporary camps and settlements, often with limited
or no access to reliable energy sources. 

Light For Peace
Project

This lack of access to energy
exacerbates existing challenges
faced by refugees, negatively
impacting their health, safety, and
socioeconomic opportunities, and
hindering sustainable
development in their host
communities.



Light for Peace is a humanitarian initiative that
provides clean and sustainable energy solutions
to refugees in temporary camps and
settlements across Nigeria. By offering access
to renewable energy sources, the project aims
to improve displaced individuals' living
conditions and well-being while mitigating the
adverse impacts of climate change and
reducing health hazards associated with
traditional energy sources. 

Light for Peace aspires to empower refugees,
promote social cohesion, and contribute to
sustainable development within Nigeria's host
communities through collaboration with
Nigerian stakeholders and international
partners.

Project Aim 



Impact Summary
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Two camps impacted

Seven street lights installed

Two charging stations installed
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CLEAN ENERGY PROVISION 
The LightEd Kids project educates children in urban areas
about renewable energy and climate change. We then give
them the tools they need to enlighten children in rural
areas while also giving them access to reading and touch
lamps so they can study at night instead of using kerosene
and candles, which they currently use. 

YOUNG CLIMATE INNOVATORS 
We want to encourage more children to become leaders in
green energy and social change who can address local and
global energy issues.

LightEd Kids
Project



The current lighting solution
used in Nigeria is kerosene
lamps. Kerosene lamps are
incredibly harmful to health —
inhaling kerosene smoke is
equivalent to 40 cigarettes
daily. This causes families lung
cancer, eye problems, and
many other health issues. For
students, studying at night
means 
killing themselves by using
kerosene lamps. Otherwise,
they must go without education
past daylight.

Problem
Statement



We currently have 150
students who have been
trained, and they have
provided 750 lamps to
children in various
communities.

Impact 
Summary 



Our Goal is to provide 30,000 Refugees & school kids access to
clean energy soultions by 2030, impowering a future where
everyone has equal access to clean and affordable energy.

CLEAN AND
AFFORDABLE ENERGY 

Our mission at LightEd is to provide people access to clean energy. To that
end, we have developed The Light For Peace and LightEd Kids Project. 

These two impact initiatives will and already have helped target groups who
cannot afford access to clean energy obtain solutions.

Vision & Mission

ACCESSIBLE AND
PEOPLE CENTERED
DESIGNS 

CREATING NO MORE
DARK ROOMS



STAY
LIGHTED
https://lightedimpact.org


